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W. David Luce, M.D., P.C., a 
Colorado-based, Board Certified 
Internist and medical innovator, 
announces his endorsement of 
and alliance with Cloud Medical 
(CloudMedical.io) and its founder 
Dr. David Tusek. 

Cloud Medical provides ground-
breaking, affordable health 
services in Colorado, where 
pat ien ts see sav ings o f 
40-60%  in healthcare costs. 
Cloud Medical has 3 offices 
across Boulder and Longmont.

Dr. Luce says, “Cloud Medical’s unique model provides 
patients with advanced, direct primary care, starting at $119 per month.” According to Cloud Medical, This low, 
monthly fee affords patients unlimited monthly visits, texts and emails with CM’s board-certified family 
physicians.

Cloud Medical’s connection to its patients is also unique, whose staff consciously seeks to cultivate lasting, 
trusted relationships with their patients. CM doctors and clinical staff alike genuinely desire to get to know each 
patient personally. In so doing, they become better equipped to serve each patient’s individual life path towards 
greater health and wellbeing. 

Cloud Medical provides general adult medicine, pediatrics, office-based gynecology and nonstop urgent care 
for the whole family. Payment is transparent and affordable, with no surprises, no co-pays, no restrictions or 
denials. And most importantly, no hidden costs or added fees.

To join Cloud Medical as a patient, or to schedule a visit with Dr. Tusek, email Dr. David Tusek  at 
drt@cloudmedical.io or call the Cloud Medical offices at 303.848.3800. Visit CloudMedical.io. It’s the new 
model for direct primary care. You may also contact Dr. David Luce to learn more. Dr. Luce will have office 
hours at Cloud Medical and can be reached at (303) 444-5689 and office@drdavidluce.net.

About Dr. Tusek
Dr. Tusek is a board-certified family physician, a member of the American Academy of Anti-Aging Medicine and 
the Institute of Functional Medicine, and has been invited to serve on the Congressional Integrative Health and 
Wellness Caucus.  He relishes his CloudMedical.io patients, whether they’re training for the Olympics or trying to 
lose a few pounds. Dr. Tusek combines expertise in advanced diagnostics and the optimization of brain and body 
function, using a broad-based approach that blends cutting edge technologies with a natural orientation.

At the White House during the Obama administration, Dr. Tusek discussed the future of American medicine as 
a member of the steering committee of the Direct Primary Care Coalition based in Washington, DC.  He is a 
former qualifier for the Ironman Triathlon World Championships in Kona, Hawaii. He enjoys skiing, cycling, and 
spending time with his wife and two daughters.
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